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5.3.3.9 and ap144.exe. What' s Australia's massive north-south electricity distribution grid, for which
there is no appropriate road or rail link, will be brought under firm control by 2020, aiming to reduce
energy losses from power theft and supply interruptions due to sudden changes in weather. This is
the main recommendation of a landmark new national review of electricity distribution and
transmission systems released today. The report, commissioned by the Australian Energy Council
and the Electricity Networks Association of Australia, will be discussed by all of Australia's electricity
retailers, network owners, government agencies and industry when the National Electricity Council
meets in June. The Network Coordination and Integration Review, led by the ACIL Tasman firm, was
undertaken over eight months and was the result of two years' preparation. The team was led by
Dave Gearan, who was a chief executive of the Victorian energy manager of the day. In places where
the distribution grid system is technologically sophisticated, grid extensions mean electricity can be
fed into the grid, even when there is a failure on the supply side, allowing consumers to be
connected to an emergency power supply. But elsewhere, such as most regions of Australia, there is
no current technology capable of distributing electricity across all areas of a region, and one of the
key recommendations of the review is that Australia's electricity suppliers take steps to develop such
infrastructure. "We have a problem here of electricity distribution that does not have an exit out of
country," the review states, noting that networks "must remove the barriers to integration in the
broader electricity network". This is considered to be the biggest challenge for the electricity
industry and the most difficult thing to achieve in the clean energy transition. "The ANRE [Australian
National Risk Environment] is increasing, and what we want is a system that provides us with
reliability and security," said GEARAN, who now works for the electricity industry consultancy Smart
Energy. "The technology exists, the grid can cope, it's a matter of having the political will to make it
happen." This review follows previous national reviews and recommendations, including in 2010, but
that, GEARAN said,
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